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Why choose Moyea DVD4Web Converter?

Convert DVD to FLV, DVD to MP4, MOV, 3GP, and 3G2 file with H.264 codec
The generated FLV and MP4 file can be cushion played on website
Customize video and audio effects
Change audio and video parameters for specific needs
Fast conversion speed and excellent quality
Easy-to-use interface
Merge and split DVD chapters
Get thumbnail with one click
Built-in encoders/decoders
Batch conversion supported
Multiple-core and hyper-threaded processor supported
Just $29.95 to get a tool for web media converter

Moyea DVD4Web(DVD to Flash Converter) - Convert DVD to flash video and add to web
easily! Moyea DVD4Web Converter is an easy-to-use DVD to flash video converting tool
which can convert DVD to flash video (FLV) file and convert DVD to MP4, MOV, 3GP and
3G2 file with H.264 codec with high audio and video quality. The generated flash video can
be easily added to any website via flash video player made by Moyea Web Player.
Convert DVD To FLV, MP4, MOV, 3GP, 3G2

Key features

Convert DVD to FLV, DVD to MP4, MOV, 3GP, and 3G2 file with H.264 codec -
Moyea DVD4Web Converter can convert DVD to flash video file in formats of FLV,
MP4, MOV, 3GP and 3G2 file with H.264 codec, so that the converted flash video file
can better fit other use.
The generated FLV and MP4 file can be cushion played on website - As Moyea
team takes advantage of the advanced technology, the generated FLV, MP4 and
MOV file with Moyea DVD4Web Converter can be cushion played after uploading to
website, so that there is no need to fully download the file to play.
Customize video and audio effects - With the function of trim and crop, you can
specify the video to be converted. You can also change the video effect, like
brightness, contrast and volume. Advanced settings of the video and audio can be
changed to get your desired quality.
Change audio and video parameters for specific needs - You can change audio
parameters like audio codec, bit rate, sample rate and channels as well as the video
parameters like video codec, bit rate, frame rate and video size. With these settings,
you can choose a higher bit rate to improve the output quality or set a lower bit rate for
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a smaller file size.
Fast conversion speed and excellent quality - Moyea DVD4Web Converter is
awards-winning because of its super high speed and the brilliant quality. It provides
you with the perfect output video without any quality loss in very short time.
Easy-to-use interface -Regardless of the expert users or the green hand, the user-
friendly interface never lets you feel confused.
Merge and split DVD chapters - Join several chapters or segments into one file, or
rip a few titles or chapters of the DVD for conversion.
Get thumbnail with one click - Moyea DVD4Web Converter Thumbnail will be
generated automatically after a click on the related button. You can select the right
thumbnail for the video on your website and portable devices.
Built-in encoders/decoders - Directly rip DVD to the formats FLV, MP4, MOV, 3GP
or 3G2 you want without the requirement to install extra codecs for the conversion.
Batch conversion supported - You can convert multiple files in batch at one time
and this surely saves you a lot of time and effort.
Multiple-core and hyper-threaded processor supported - The program
automatically detects the CPU on your computer and selects the most effective
algorithm for fast conversion. Thus there is no special requirement of your machine
performance.

System Requirements

Windows NT4.0 + SP6/2000/XP or above
64MB Memory (128MB recommended)
512MB hard disc space or above
 Windows compatible Monitor (800*600 or above resolution)
 Windows compatible mouse and keyboard
 Windows compatible sound blaster
Microsoft DirectX 8.1 or above
Quick Time file supported Quick Time 6.0 or above
Windows Media Player 9.0 or above
Flash Player 9 or above
Internet Explorer 7.0 or above recommended
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